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At the risk of opening with a cliché statement- at the heart of the most effective mentor is a burning passion. The fuel for this passion is a desire to convince, not just try to, but actually convince your mentee that you care about their success (be it in the classroom, career, or personal life). I am guilty of believing in, and living by, this cliché. However, despite passion being my primary motivator, I am not unwilling to admit that rationale for mentoring can sometimes transcend this ethically normative line of thinking. I believe that there are also sometimes quantitative, even economic, reasons to validate good mentoring. It’s true- every child that I help to breakdown a sense of ‘science-phobia’ and encourage into the field represents another individual that may potentially bolster the future STEM workforce. Every deaf and hard-of-hearing (D/HH) student that I help to place into the science workforce represents another individual that will not be undervalued or overlooked by society, but rather will be praised as a valued contributor to society. And one never knows what portion of the mentoring relationship is going to be the ‘nugget’ that forever changes the mentee’s life (leading to obtaining a career, becoming a lifelong learner, finding self-confidence, etc.). If passion is the sign of a caring mentor, and life-quality indicators for the mentee are validation for an effective mentor, then the modi operandi are to open doors, provide opportunities, model appropriate behaviors, encourage/support, educate, and jointly share satisfaction in the successes of the mentee.

Great mentors are often derived from great teachers, but I would argue that not all teachers fully accept the sustained role required of mentoring, and not all effective mentors come from the ranks of academia. Still, mine is a universal and integrated view of mentoring/ teaching/ advising/ program development/ scholarship. In fact, I have been labeled as a lot of things and have been humbly recognized as a mentor, scholar, teacher, and ‘champion’ of students with disabilities. Ultimately though, in all of my educational endeavors (at the core) I am a provider. But perhaps I am getting a bit ahead of myself…

I work at a unique institution, Rochester Institute of Technology’s National Technical Institute for the Deaf (RIT/NTID), where D/HH students learn side-by-side on campus with their hearing peers. At NTID, we take students ‘where they are’ and do not lower our expectations of them- as we hold them to the same standards as their hearing peers. My D/HH students become valued members of the scientific workforce- not in spite of their hear-
ing loss, but because of the competence and unique perspective on diversity that they bring to their host organizations. I take great pride in mentoring my students as they progress from pre- to post-secondary education, sometimes continuing in graduate programs, and often directly entering the workforce. If I am to humbly accept the lofty label of ‘champion’ to my mentees, then I must leverage everything that I have at my disposal in order to provide opportunities for them. I am often able to cultivate opportunities for mentees to continue their education, as well as open new opportunities for them to enter the scientific workforce. As a mentor, I am a provider of opportunities.

How did this mentee become a mentor (and related: how has transcendental literature made its way into this chemist’s integrated educational philosophy)? Yet again, it all comes back to Buckminster Fuller (my favorite interdisciplinary thinker and the protagonist of my teaching philosophy, published in JSESD Vol. 16). I was introduced to his work by my doctoral advisor, Dr. Jonathan E. Kenny. He was perhaps my most substantial mentor, has become a friend, and remains one of my primary collaborators. Of course, I picked up most of my chemical research abilities under his tutelage, however, much of the teaching and professional successes that I have enjoyed can also be correlated to his mentoring. Coincidentally, we would often visit nearby Walden Pond to ponder science, life, teaching, and of course, the lives and times of Walden’s own Emerson and Thoreau. We would discuss how the two famous thinkers were known to interact with other local transcendentalists of their time, includ-
Margaret Fuller— who coincidentally, is Buckminster Fuller’s great aunt. Margaret Fuller is credited with saying that “If you have knowledge, let others light their candles at it”. My mentor passed a ‘flame’ of invaluable knowledge to me. As a mentor, my mentor was a provider of the “flame”.

Certainly mentoring is not as easy as lighting one candle off another, with the ‘knowledge flame’ never really extinguishing as it is perpetually passed from mentor to mentee. However, a mentor can provide the tools and necessary encouragement for mentees to become self-confident and competent sources of strength unto themselves. Through support and encouragement from my mentors, I gained the courage, that when approached by senior faculty members early in my career telling me that my “wide-eyed passion for teaching was unsustainable”, I had the confidence to tell them (well, politely, of course) to get out of my path toward effective teaching and student success because I know it can be done (and I have seen it modeled by my own mentors). Today the roles are reversed and it is my turn to encourage a former student/mentee (who is now a colleague) to stand up for herself as others might doubt her ability as a former deaf student to become a tenured professor and leader in academia. I am proud that she has risen to the occasion and is well on her way as a successful early-career professor. As a mentor, I am a provider of support and encouragement.

One of the most satisfying aspects of mentoring (and the whole of education, for that matter) is how it can be inherently cyclic in nature. I was mentored, and in turn, became a mentor to hundreds of D/HH individuals. Undoubtedly, and as it should be in the grand scheme of things, some of my mentees will become valued mentors to someone else- and so on into the future. I learn a great deal from my students and mentees. They have overcome deafness- some of them have secondary disabilities (low vision, mobility, etc.), and many of them are additionally from underrepresented/minority cultural groups. They are shattering the glass ceiling daily. And from them I have learned a great deal about perseverance, pride, and the profound societal advantages of diversity. I apply these lessons to the fabric my own life, and therefore, my mentees are my mentors. As a mentor, I am a provider of a seeming paradox (a cyclic source of mentoring unto myself).
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